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Economics and Austerity in Europe
Gendered impacts and sustainable alternatives
Routledge The full impact of austerity policies across Europe is still being assessed, but it is clear that their gendered impacts have been consistently severe, structural and manifold. They have also been,
until now, under-researched and under-estimated. This book brings together the research of leading feminist economists in the area of gender and austerity economics to perform a rigorous gender-impact
analysis both at national and pan-European levels. The chapters not only oﬀer thorough evidence for the detrimental gender-impact of austerity policies across Europe, but they also provide readers with
concrete suggestions of alternative policies that national governments and the European Union should adopt. With a combination of country case studies and cross-country empirical analysis, this book
reveals the scope and channels through which women and men have been impacted by austerity policies in Europe, and goes on to oﬀer readers the opportunity to assess the feasibility and implications of
a feminist alternative to continued austerity. This book will be invaluable to social science students and researchers, as well to as policy-makers searching not just for a Plan B to continued austerity
policies but for a Plan F – a feminist economic strategy to stimulate sustainable economic recovery.

The Age of Uncertainty
Global Scenarios and Italy
Edizioni Epoké Uncertainties have piled up over the past decade, casting doubt on the stability of the international system. They have been further compounded and exacerbated by last year’s events:
from Brexit, and the ensuing uncertainty about the future of the UK-EU relations, to the ever-growing success of populist and nationalist movements across Europe; from the unnerving paralysis of the
international community on the war in Syria, to the new wave of terrorist attacks in Europe, to the new economic and political crises of pivotal states (Brazil, South Africa, Egypt, and Turkey) in their
respective regions. Not to mention Donald Trump’s victory in the US presidential election, which may turn out to be a new and momentous source of uncertainty, especially with regard to US-EU relations,
the residual resilience of the multilateral framework, as well as the international economic balance of power. The 2017 ISPI Report analyses how last year’s major events add to international uncertainties,
also with a view to identifying long-term, beyond-the-horizon trends. The ﬁrst part of the Report focuses on the evolution of the international context, from both a political and an economic standpoint. The
second part shifts the spotlight to Italy, where global uncertainties overlap with deep-rooted domestic uncertainties and vulnerabilities.

EU Customs Law
Oxford University Press The third edition of EU Customs Law provides a fully updated treatment of legislation, new treaties and cases in the two courts of the EU especially but also in Member States. This
volume also includes commentary on the Union Customs Code and secondary legislation, and increased coverage of areas such as the wider role of customs authorities apart from the collection of customs
duty, such as security of goods and post 9/11 developments generally, the history of customs unions and their implications for governments, non-EU customs unions to which EU law is relevant, and the
inter-relation between customs duty and direct tax.

South Africa Can Work
How a free market and decentralised government will make us a winning nation
Penguin Random House South Africa What will it take to turn South Africa around? In this insightful and provocative book, Frans Rautenbach proposes a complete overhaul of policy thinking, and provides
fresh arguments that eﬀectively address South Africa’s unemployment, race problems and lack of education. Rautenbach examines the fundamental problem of rent-seeking, to which he proposes two
antidotes: the free market and decentralisation of government. Along the way he tackles holy cows such as aﬃrmative action, trade unions, labour law and welfare payments. He also addresses
contentious topics such as racism, white privilege, political correctness, state funding of higher education and mounting evidence that trade unions substantially suppress employment growth. Written by a
labour lawyer with a proven track record in a range of policy issues, South Africa Can Work speaks eﬀectively to a cross-section of readers of all disciplines, and brings sorely needed good news.

Terrorism
An International Perspective
SAGE International in perspective, multidisciplinary, and thoroughly captivating, this is the essential textbook on terrorism. It provides a complete companion to terrorism, from its emergence through to
events taking place today. Encompassing an array of global case studies, authors bring key topics such as cyberterrorism, the lone-wolf model and religious terrorism to life, providing a clear introduction
to the subject. In this expertly written book, you will ﬁnd the vital tools you need to understand and debate key issues within a challenging and complex topic.

The Subjugation of Canadian Wildlife
Failures of Principle and Policy
McGill-Queen's Press - MQUP Hardly a day goes by without news of the extinction or endangerment of yet another animal species, followed by urgent but largely unheeded calls for action. An eloquent
denunciation of the failures of Canada's government and society to protect wildlife from human exploitation, Max Foran's The Subjugation of Canadian Wildlife argues that a root cause of wildlife depletions
and habitat loss is the culturally ingrained beliefs that underpin management practices and policies. Tracing the evolution of the highly contestable assumptions that deﬁne the human–wildlife relationship,
Foran stresses the price wild animals pay for human self-interest. Using several examples of government oversight at the federal, provincial, and territorial levels, from the Species at Risk Act to the
Biodiversity Strategy, Protected Areas Network, and provincial management plans, this volume shows that wildlife policies are as much – or more – about human needs, priorities, and proﬁt as they are
about preservation. Challenging established concepts including ecological integrity, adaptive management, sport hunting as conservation, and the ﬂawed belief that wildlife is a renewable resource, the
author compels us to recognize animals as sentient individuals and as integral components of complex ecological systems. A passionate critique of contemporary wildlife policy, The Subjugation of
Canadian Wildlife calls for belief-change as the best hope for an ecologically healthy, wildlife-rich Canada.

Evaluating American Democracy and Public Policymaking
Rowman & Littleﬁeld This book examines how well the American political systems performs by using multiple criteria, including the level of trust the public has towards the institutions of government, the
abilities of the institutions to make good public policy, the extent to which policy is responsive to public opinion, and the extent to which public policy is fair.

Sultz & Young's Health Care USA
Jones & Bartlett Learning Health Care USA, Ninth Edition oﬀers students of health administration, public health, medicine, and related ﬁelds a wide-ranging overview of America’s health care system.
Combining historical perspective with analysis of current trends, this expanded edition charts the evolution of modern American health care, providing a complete examination of its organization and
delivery while oﬀering critical insight into the issues that the U.S. health system faces today.

Seablindness
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How Political Neglect Is Choking American Seapower and What to Do About It
Encounter Books The challenges to American security in the Western Paciﬁc, the seas that surround Europe, and the Persian Gulf are growing. At the same time, U.S. military commanders seek more naval
forces to protect America's interest in the safe transit of American goods, deterrence in a proliferating world, and the defense of our key allies. At the same time U.S. defense budgets are shrinking.
American seapower has not been as small as it is today since before World War I. Unless reversed, U.S. seapower will continue its decline into the indeﬁnite future as politicians ignore the widening gulf
between the cost of modernizing and expanding American seapower, and the resources devoted to this most strategic arm of the nation's defense. Seablindness explains the dilemma. It looks at the
consequences of neglect including the eﬀect of increased deployments on families, global scenarios set in the immediate future, the views of America's most knowledgeable military oﬃcers, the anxious
reactions of U.S. allies, and hard facts to show how a lack of political will is dismantling the nation's global reach and with it, our position as the world's great power.

Public Budgeting Systems
Jones & Bartlett Learning Public Budgeting Systems, Tenth Edition is the most comprehensive and balanced treatment of the current state of budgeting throughout all levels of the United States
government. Current and prospective public managers, accordingly, often succeed or fail in their careers based in large part on whether they are intelligent consumers of ﬁnancial data and have an
adequate understanding of the budget process. By providing a detailed overview of all budgeting and ﬁnancial management, the book enables students to gain an appropriate understanding of a complex
topic.

Mass Tourism in a Small World
CABI This new book reviews all aspects of the phenomenon of mass tourism. It covers theoretical perspectives (including political economy, ethics, sustainability and environmentalism), the historical
context, and the current challenges to domestic, intra-regional and international mass tourism. As tourism and tourist numbers continue to grow around the world, it becomes increasingly important that
this subject is studied in depth and best practice applied in real-life situations. Finishing with a speculative chapter identifying potential future trends and challenges, this book forms an essential resource
for all researchers and students within tourism studies.

Capital Management and Budgeting in the Public Sector
IGI Global To create an enhanced quality of life, attract business relocation, and enhance equity in access to public infrastructure, governmental bodies must take certain precautions with their money.
Budgeting at such a high level requires careful evaluation and research that addresses every aspect of ﬁnancial management. Capital Management and Budgeting in the Public Sector provides emerging
research exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of long-term capital planning, annual capital budgeting, capital budget execution, and public spending evaluation. Featuring coverage on a broad
range of topics such as ﬁscal federalism, political regime, and project execution management, this book is ideally designed for managers, accountants, professionals, practitioners, and researchers working
in the areas of public ﬁnance and/or international development.

Russia’s New Ground Forces
Capabilities, Limitations and Implications for International Security
Routledge This Whitehall Paper provides an in-depth analysis of Russia’s Ground Forces, including airborne and naval troops. It examines their role in Russian foreign policy, reforms to units’ equipment
and operational roles, performance during combat operations against Ukraine, and current unit deployment locations and purposes in the Central, Southern and Western Military Districts. Russia perceives
itself as operating from a position of weakness and surrounded by superior NATO forces. It is pursuing a programme of military reform, both in terms of equipment and structures. The Russian Ground
Forces are being geared towards ﬁghting in aggressive, short, sharp and complex operations into enemy territory, as well as being streamlined to increase readiness levels and deployability at short
notice. However, operations against Ukraine have required force generation eﬀorts from almost every Russian Ground Forces formation, including those in the Far East, which is evidence that the Kremlin’s
ability to sustain even a moderate tempo of operations in the medium term is limited. Furthermore, chronic undermanning and morale issues remain, which will be exacerbated by the political decision to
re-establish division-scale formations. In addition, Western sanctions and Russia’s diﬃcult economic situation are severely hampering eﬀorts to extend equipment reforms across the whole force. Russian
Ground Forces should not be seen by the West as an unstoppable colossus. However, the West must not ignore the unmistakable Russian eﬀorts to prepare for oﬀensive, high-tempo operations against
NATO, and the formidable political will that will use them if given the opportunity.

Index to Proceedings of the General Assembly 2016
Thirtieth special session
United Nations The Index to Proceedings of the General Assembly is a bibliographic guide to the proceedings and documentation of the General Assembly. This issue covers the Thirtieth special session.

The Smile Gap
A History of Oral Health and Social Inequality
McGill-Queen's Press - MQUP As recently as ﬁfty years ago most people expected to lose their teeth as they aged. Few children beneﬁted from braces to straighten their teeth, and cosmetic procedures to
change the appearance of smiles were largely unknown. Today, many Canadians enjoy straight, white teeth and far more of them are keeping their teeth for the entirety of their lives. Yet these advances
have not reached everyone. The Smile Gap examines the enormous improvements that have taken place over the past century. The use of ﬂuorides, emphasis on toothbrushing, the rise of cosmetic
dentistry, and better access to dental care have had a profound eﬀect on the oral health and beauty of Canadians. Yet while the introduction of employer-provided dental insurance in the 1970s has
allowed for regular visits to the dentist for many people, a signiﬁcant number of Canadians still lack access to good oral health care, especially disabled Canadians, those on social assistance, the working
poor, the elderly, and new immigrants. At the same time, an attractive smile has become increasingly important in the workplace and in relationships. People with damaged and missing teeth are at a
substantial disadvantage, not just because of the pain and suﬀering caused by poor oral health, but because we live in a society that prizes good teeth and warm smiles. The ﬁrst history of oral health in
Canada, The Smile Gap reveals that despite the gains made, too many Canadians go without any dental care, with damaging consequences for their oral health, general physical health, and self-image. To
complete our health care system, it is time to close the gap.

The Council of Europe
Its Law and Policies
Oxford University Press The Council of Europe, of which all European States are members, plays a pivotal role in the promotion and protection of human rights, democracy, and the rule of law in Europe.
Bringing together specialist scholars and practitioners, The Council of Europe: Its Laws and Policies oﬀers profound insights into the functioning of the organization. The organization's primary and
secondary law, its institutional structure, and its far-reaching ﬁelds of activities are comprehensively and systematically analysed. This volume investigates the impact of the Council's activities within the
national legal systems of the Member States and the dense web of relationships between the Council of Europe and other international organisations. An important reference work on one of the most
inﬂuential organizations in Europe, the book concludes that the Council of Europe has played a considerable role in the constitutionalization process of regional public international law.

The Public Productivity and Performance Handbook
Routledge A productive society is dependent upon high-performing government. This third edition of The Public Performance and Productivity Handbook includes chapters from leading scholars,
consultants, and practitioners to explore all of the core elements of improvement. Completely revised and focused on best practice, the handbook comprehensively explores managing for high
performance, measurement and analysis, costs and ﬁnances, human resources, and cutting-edge organizational tools. Its coverage of new and systematic management approaches and well-deﬁned
measurement systems provides guidance for organizations of all sizes to improve productivity and performance. The contributors discuss such topics as accountability, organizational eﬀectiveness after
budget cuts, the complementary roles of human capital and “big data,” and how to teach performance management in the classroom and in public organizations. The handbook is accompanied by an
online companion volume providing examples of performance measurement and improvement manuals across a wide variety of public organizations. The Public Performance and Productivity Handbook,
Third Edition, is required reading for all public administration practitioners, as well as for students and scholars interested in the state of the public performance and productivity ﬁeld.

Debates in Charity Law
Bloomsbury Publishing Charitable organisations occupy a central place in society across much of the world, accounting for billions of pounds in revenue. As society changes, so does the law which
regulates nonproﬁt organisations. From independent schools to foodbanks, they occupy a broad policy space. Not immune to scandals, sometimes nonproﬁts are in the news for all the wrong reasons and
so, when they are in the public eye, regulators must respond to high proﬁle cases. In this book, a team of internationally recognised charity law experts oﬀers a modern take on a fast-changing policy ﬁeld.
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Through the concept of policy debates it moves the ﬁeld forward, providing an important reference point for developing scholarship in charity law and policy. Each chapter explores a policy debate, setting
out the fault-lines in play, and often oﬀering proposals for reform. Two important themes are explored in this edited collection. First, there is a policy tension in charity law between its largely conservative
history and the need to keep up-to-date with social change. This pressure is felt acutely along key fault-lines, such as the extent to which a body of law which developed before the advent of legislated
human rights is able to adapt to a rights-based world, and the extent to which independent schools – historically so closely linked with charity – might deserve their generous tax-breaks. The second theme
explores the law from the perspective of a good-faith regulator, concerned to maximise the usefulness of charities. From the need to reform old organisations, to the need to ensure that charities enjoy the
right amount of regulatory freedom in a world of payment-by-result contracts, the book critically charts the policy justiﬁcations for regulatory intervention, as well as the costs that such intervention might
bring. Debates in Charity Law will be of interest to both academic researchers and students of the non-proﬁt sector, looking to understand the links between law, social change and regulation. It will also
help and guide nonproﬁt employees and volunteers, showing how their sector is shaped and moulded by the law.

Top Secret Canada
Understanding the Canadian Intelligence and National Security Community
University of Toronto Press National security in the interest of preserving the well-being of a country is arguably the ﬁrst and most important responsibility of any democratic government. Yet, despite the
centrality of national security, the study of the intelligence community in Canada has been largely neglected by scholars. Motivated by some of the pressing questions and concerns of citizens, Top Secret
Canada is the ﬁrst book to oﬀer a comprehensive study of the Canadian intelligence community, its diﬀerent parts, and how it functions as a whole. In taking up this important task, the editors and
contributors aim to identify the key players, explain their mandates and functions, and assess their interactions. how they interact with each other. Top Secret Canada features ﬁlls a large gap in the
literature on Canadian foreign policy, defence, and security. Featuring essays by the country’s foremost experts on law, foreign policy, intelligence, and national security, and will become the it will be a
go-to resource for those seeking to understand Canada’s intelligence community and the challenges it faces both now and into the future.

MGMT4
Cengage AU MGMT4 is the fourth Asia–Paciﬁc edition of this innovative approach to teaching and learning the principles of management. Concise yet complete coverage of the subject, supported by a
suite of online learning tools and teaching material equips students and instructors with the resources required to successfully undertake an introductory management course. This highly visual and
engaging resource is now available on the MindTap eLearning platform, allowing for seamless delivery both online and in-class. With the Cengage Mobile app students can take course materials with them
– anytime, anywhere. New, print versions of this book include access to the MindTap platform.

Assessing the War on Terror
Western and Middle Eastern Perspectives
Taylor & Francis This volume is a collection of articles that critically examine the eﬃcacy, ethics, and impact of the War on Terror as it has evolved since 9/11. During the decade and a half of the Global
War on Terror (GWOT), numerous books have considered the political, psychosocial, and economic impacts of terrorism. However, there has been little systematic eﬀort to examine the eﬀectiveness of the
GWOT in achieving its goals. Furthermore, there is virtually nothing that presents a comparative analysis of the GWOT by the people most directly aﬀected by it—citizens and scholars from conﬂict zones
in the Middle East. There is, therefore, great need for a book that analyzes the strategies, tactics, and outcomes of the GWOT and that also presents facts and ideas that are missing or underrepresented in
the dominant public narratives. The contributions in this volume were chosen to speciﬁcally address this need. In doing so, it uniquely provides not only Western perspectives of the GWOT, but also
importantly includes perspectives from the Middle East and those most directly aﬀected by it, including contributions from scholars and policy makers. Overall, the contributions demonstrate how views
diﬀer based on geographical location, and how views have changed during the course of the still-evolving War on Terror. The book will be of much interest to students and scholars of terrorism and
counter-terrorism, foreign policy, Middle Eastern politics, security studies and IR, as well as policy makers.

A Generation of Sociopaths
How the Baby Boomers Betrayed America
Hachette Books In his "remarkable" (Men's Journal) and "controversial" (Fortune) book -- written in a "wry, amusing style" (The Guardian) -- Bruce Cannon Gibney shows how America was hijacked by the
Boomers, a generation whose reckless self-indulgence degraded the foundations of American prosperity. In A Generation of Sociopaths, Gibney examines the disastrous policies of the most powerful
generation in modern history, showing how the Boomers ruthlessly enriched themselves at the expense of future generations. Acting without empathy, prudence, or respect for facts--acting, in other
words, as sociopaths--the Boomers turned American dynamism into stagnation, inequality, and bipartisan ﬁasco. The Boomers have set a time bomb for the 2030s, when damage to Social Security, public
ﬁnances, and the environment will become catastrophic and possibly irreversible--and when, not coincidentally, Boomers will be dying oﬀ. Gibney argues that younger generations have a ﬂeeting window
to hold the Boomers accountable and begin restoring America.

International Organizations under Pressure
Legitimating Global Governance in Challenging Times
Oxford University Press International organizations like the United Nations, the International Monetary Fund, or the European Union are a deﬁning feature of contemporary world politics. In recent years,
many of them have also become heavily politicized. In this book, we examine how the norms and values that underpin the evaluations of international organizations have changed over the past 50 years.
Looking at ﬁve organizations in depth, we observe two major trends. Taken together, both trends make the legitimation of international organizations more challenging today. First, people-based
legitimacy standards are on the rise: international organizations are increasingly asked to demonstrate not only what they do for their member states, but also for the people living in these states. Second,
procedural legitimacy standards gain ground: international organizations are increasingly evaluated not only based on what they accomplish, but also based on how they arrive at decisions, manage
themselves, or coordinate with other organizations in the ﬁeld. In sum, the study thus documents how the list of expectations international organizations need to fulﬁl to count as 'legitimate' has expanded
over time. The sources of this expansion are manifold. Among others, they include the politicization of expanded international authority and the rise of non-state actors as new audiences from which
international organizations seek legitimacy.

Conceptualizing Maritime & Naval Strategy
Festschrift for Captain Peter M. Swartz, United States Navy (ret.)
Nomos Verlag Großmachtkonﬂikte, die Zukunft von sicherheitspolitischen Institutionen sowie transnationalen Generationenherausforderungen bergen eine neue globale Unsicherheit. Vor diesem
Hintergrund bekommen maritime Sicherheit und Seestreitkräfte sowie deren Einordnung im außenpolitischen Werkzeugkasten eine zunehmende Bedeutung. Was sind die Rollen und Einsatzaufgaben von
Seemacht, und wie haben Staaten und ihre Institutionen maritime Ziele, Mittel und Wege konzeptualisiert? Dieser Sammelband bringt ausgewiesene Experten aus den USA, Europa und Asien zusammen,
die ihre Perspektive auf maritime Strategie teilen. Das Buch dient gleichzeitig die Festschrift für Peter M. Swartz, Kapitän zur See a.D. der US-Marine, der seit seiner Arbeit als einer der Autoren der
"Maritime Strategy" (1980er) als Mentor, Freund, intellektueller Leuchtturm und vor allen Dingen als Spiritus Rektor wesentlich zur Schärfung des Verständnisses von Seestrategie in den globalen
Beziehungen beigetragen hat. Mit Beiträgen von James Bergeron, Sebastian Bruns, Seth Cropsey, Larissa Forster, Michael Haas, John Hattendorf, Peter Haynes, Andrzej Makowski, Amund Lundesgaard,
Narushige Michishita, Martin Murphy, Sarandis Papadopoulos, Nilanthi Samaranayake, Jeremy Stöhs, Eric Thompson, Geoﬀrey Till, Sarah Vogler, Steve Wills.

What Has The EU Ever Done for Us?
How the European Union changed Britain - what to keep and what to scrap
Biteback Publishing The voters have decided. Now ﬁnd out what Brexit really means for the British way of life. From the bestselling author of Europe: In or Out comes the essential guide to post-Brexit
Britain. For better or worse, many areas of daily life were transformed by the EU - from the air we breathe to the fuel in our cars, the food we eat and the way we organise work, rest and holidays. What
Has the EU Ever Done for Us? explains all these key changes and asks in each case what will happen next. Clearly laying out the options for our post-Brexit world, David Charter has produced an objective
and compelling handbook for anyone interested in the future of Britain.

Knowledge, Politics and Policymaking in Indonesia
Springer This edited volume examines key questions about evidence-informed policymaking in Indonesia. It draws on insights and evidence acquired through the implementation of the Knowledge Sector
Initiative, a donor-funded programme that aims to increase the demand for and use of evidence in policymaking in Indonesia. Featuring contributions from academics, policy researchers, policymakers and
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development practitioners, the volume will deepen readers’ understanding of how knowledge and politics shape the policymaking process in Indonesia. As such, it will be of interest to Indonesian and
international researchers, academics, students, practitioners and policymakers concerned with various aspects of evidence-informed policymaking research and processes. In particular, regional and
international development practitioners and development partners interested in learning from Indonesia’s eﬀorts to improve how evidence is used to address key development challenges will ﬁnd this
volume valuable.

EU-Japan Security Cooperation
Trends and Prospects
Routledge This book assesses EU-Japan security relations, examining how they have developed in individual security sectors and how they could be aﬀected by international developments. The conclusions
of the Economic Partnership Agreement and the Strategic Partnership Agreement in 2017 demonstrate the steady growth in EU-Japan political relations. Since the 1990s, dialogues between the EU and
Japan have beneﬁtted from extensive trade and investment ties and shared liberal values. Based on collaborative research by European and Japanese scholars, this book provides an in-depth, systematic
and comparative analysis of the extent to which the EU and Japan have achieved concrete actions in the pursuance of security cooperation across a range of key areas such as nuclear proliferation,
regional security, international terrorism, and energy and climate security. Further, it seeks to explain why some security sectors (such as economic and cybersecurity) have resulted in more extensive EUJapan cooperation, while others lag behind (such as military and regional security). Common declarations and actions of shared interest and concerns have often led to only modest levels of security
collaboration, and the book highlights factors that may be seen as intervening between intention and action, such as the role of external actors, for instance China and the US, and the constraints of
internal EU and domestic Japanese politics. This book will be of much interest to students of European security, Japanese politics, diplomacy studies and international relations.

Lone Star Politics
Tradition and Transformation in Texas
CQ Press In Texas, myth often clashes with the reality of everyday governance. The Nacogdoches author team (Ken Collier, Steven Galatas, & Julie Harrelson-Stephens) of Lone Star Politics explores the
state’s rich political tradition and explains who gets what, and how by setting Texas in context with other states’ constitutions, policymaking, electoral practices, and institutions. Critical thinking questions
and unvarnished “Winners and Losers” discussions guide students toward understanding Texas government. This Fifth Edition expands its coverage of civil rights in the state, and includes the
contemporary issues that highlight the push and pull between federal, state, and local governments.

Uganda
Fiscal Transparency Evaluation
International Monetary Fund This paper evaluates the status of ﬁscal transparency in Uganda, where some key elements of ﬁscal transparency are in place. These have been augmented in recent years
through a number of reforms. The Public Finance Management Act 2015 speciﬁes the budget calendar, the main contents of budget documents, and the roles of the legislature and the executive in the
budget process. There are some problems with the coverage, quality, and reliability of some information. Improving ﬁscal transparency will give the government a better understanding of the ﬁscal
position and its exposure to ﬁscal risks, which will support eﬀective ﬁscal and budget management in the face of these challenges.

National Security Surveillance in Southern Africa
An Anti-Capitalist Perspective
Bloomsbury Publishing In spite of Edward Snowden's disclosures about government abuses of dragnet communication surveillance, the surveillance industry continues to expand around the world. Many
people have become resigned to a world where they cannot have a reasonable expectation of privacy. The author looks at what can be done to rein in these powers and restructure how they are used
beyond the limited and often ineﬀective reforms that have been attempted. Using southern Africa as a backdrop, and its liberation history, Jane Duncan examines what an anti-capitalist perspective on
intelligence and security powers could look like. Are the police and intelligence agencies even needed, and if so, what should they do and why? What lessons can be learnt from how security was organised
during the struggles for liberation in the region? Southern Africa is seeing thousands of people in the region taking to the streets in protests. In response, governments are scrambling to acquire
surveillance technologies to monitor these new protest movements. Southern Africa faces no major terrorism threats at the moment, which should make it easier to develop clearer anti-surveillance
campaigns than in Europe or the US. Yet, because of tactical and strategic ambivalence about security powers, movements often engage in limited calls for intelligence and policing reforms, and fail to
provide an alternative vision for policing and intelligence. Surveillance and Intelligence in Southern Africa examines what that vision could look like.

Rethinking right-wing women
Gender and the Conservative Party, 1880s to the present
Manchester University Press Rethinking Right-Wing Women explores the institutional structures for and the representations, mobilisation, and the political careers of women in the British Conservative
Party since the late 19th century. From the Primrose League (est.1883) to Women2Win (est.2005), the party has exploited women’s political commitment and their social power from the grass-roots to the
heights of the establishment. Yet, although it is the party that extended the equal franchise, had the ﬁrst woman MP to sit Parliament, and produced the ﬁrst two women Prime Ministers, the UK
Conservative Party has developed political roles for women that jar with feminist and progressive agendas. Conservative women have tended to be more concerned about the fulﬁlment of women’s duties
than the realisation of women’s rights. This book tackles the ambivalences between women’s politicisation and women’s emancipation in the history of Britain’s most electorally successful and hegemonic
political party.

A Glass Half Full?
Rebalance, Reassurance, and Resolve in the U.S.-China Strategic Relationship
Brookings Institution Press How to stabilize the security relationship between Washington and Beijing. The U.S.-China relationship has not always been smooth, but since Richard Nixon’s opening in the
early 1970s, the two countries have evolved a relationship that has been generally beneﬁcial to both parties. Economic engagement and a diplomatic partnership together with robust trade and
investment relations, among other activities, have meant a peaceful context for reform and China’s rise, helping to lift millions of Chinese out of poverty and giving the PRC incentive to work within the
U.S.-led global order. The logic of the relationship, however, is now open to serious debate on both sides of the Paciﬁc. After a period of American preoccupation with the Middle East, President Obama
attempted a rebalancing of U.S. interests toward the Asia-Paciﬁc region. With the Trump administration in oﬃce, the U.S.-China relationship appears to be at a crossroads: does it continue to focus on
constructive engagement and managing diﬀerences, or prepare for a new era of rivalry and conﬂict? Here, following up on their 2014 book, Strategic Reassurance and Resolve, the authors provide a more
balanced assessment of the current state of relations and suggest measures that could help stabilize the security relationship, without minimizing the very real problems that both Beijing and Washington
must address. The authors are hopeful, but are also under no illusions about the signiﬁcance of the challenges now posed to the bilateral relationship, as well as regional order, by the rise of China and the
responses of America together with its allies.

To Shape a New World
Essays on the Political Philosophy of Martin Luther King, Jr.
Harvard University Press A cast of distinguished contributors engage critically with Martin Luther King's understudied writings on labor and welfare rights, voting rights, racism, civil disobedience,
nonviolence, economic inequality, poverty, love, just-war theory, virtue ethics, political theology, imperialism, nationalism, reparations, and social justice

The Trade Policy Review Mechanism
A Critical Analysis
Oxford University Press The WTO's Trade Policy Review Mechanism, which reviews the trade policies and practices of each WTO member at regular intervals, is generally considered to function well. In this
day and age, complacency is unwise. Examining trade policy reviews throughout the lifetime of the TPRM, this book details its evolution from Article X of the General Agreement on Tariﬀs and Trade to the
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proposed modiﬁcations resulting from the mechanism's latest appraisal, examining the budgetary capabilities and technical performance of all the main entities who participate in the reviews. On the basis
of these considerations, the author concludes that in order to remain relevant, especially in times of increased global protectionism, the TPRM could, and should do better, and provides unique and timely
suggestions for reform.

The Oxford Handbook of U.S. National Security
Oxford University Press National security is pervasive in government and society, but there is little scholarly attention devoted to understanding the context, institutions, and processes the U.S.
government uses to promote the general welfare. The Oxford Handbook of U.S. National Security aims to ﬁll this gap. Coming from academia and the national security community, its contributors analyze
key institutions and processes that promote the peace and prosperity of the United States and, by extension, its allies and other partners. By examining contemporary challenges to U.S. national security,
contributors consider ways to advance national interests. The United States is entering uncharted waters. The assumptions and verities of the Washington consensus and the early post-Cold War have
broken down. After 15 years of war and the inability of two presidents to set a new long-term U.S. foreign policy approach in place, the uncertainties of the Trump administration symbolize the questioning
of assumptions that is now going on as Americans work to re-deﬁne their place in the world. This handbook serves as a "how to" guide for students and practitioners to understand the key issues and
roadblocks confronting those working to improve national security. The ﬁrst section establishes the scope of national security highlighting the important debates to bridge the practitioner and scholarly
approaches to national security. The second section outlines the major national security actors in the U.S. government, describes the legislative authorities and appropriations available to each institution,
and considers the organizational essence of each actor to explain behavior during policy discussions. It also examines the tools of national security such as diplomacy, arms control, and economic
statecraft. The third section focuses on underlying strategic approaches to national security addressing deterrence, nuclear and cyber issues, and multilateral approaches to foreign policy. The ﬁnal section
surveys the landscape of contemporary national security challenges. This is a critical resource for anyone trying to understand the complex mechanisms and institutions that govern U.S. national security.

A Budget for a Better America
Promises Kept. Taxpayers First : Fiscal Year 2020 Budget of the U.S. Government
Energy Use Eﬃciency
MDPI Energy is one of the most important factors of production. Its eﬃcient use is crucial for ensuring production and environmental quality. Unlike normal goods with supply management, energy is
demand managed. Eﬃcient energy use—or energy eﬃciency—aims to reduce the amount of energy required to provide products and services. Energy use eﬃciency can be achieved in situations such as
housing, oﬃces, industrial production, transport and agriculture as well as in public lighting and services. The use of energy can be reduced by using technology that is energy saving. This Special Issue is
a collection of research on energy use eﬃciency.

Care of the Mentally Disordered Oﬀender in the Community
Oxford University Press This revised and updated edition of Care of the Mentally Disordered Oﬀender in the Community provides a comprehensive, evidence-based guide to theory and practice. The social
and clinical context within which mental health care is provided to oﬀenders in community settings has changed signiﬁcantly in recent years. An increasing proportion of all mental health care is provided
in the community and our knowledge of the links between violence and mental illness has advanced. Existing psychological and pharmacological treatments have been reﬁned and new treatments have
been introduced. Epidemiological and intervention-based research has evaluated these changes and suggested new avenues for clinical development. Over three sections, the second edition of Care of the
Mentally Disordered Oﬀender in the Community explores the key areas of the ﬁeld. Part 1 describes the social, administrative and clinical context within which care is now given. Part 2 discusses
treatment and the evaluation of violence risk when determining the most appropriate treatment. Part 3 explores psychiatric services and their relationship with other agencies. The text has been updated
to cover recent developments in theory and practice. New chapters have been added that cover US provision for people with mental disorders leaving prison, the community management of sexual
oﬀenders, the relationship between care and coercion and the treatment of personality disorders. Written by a global team of experts, the book provides critical insights into the social, clinical, and
institutional aspects of an increasingly important part of psychiatric community care.

Ebook: Globalization and Global Health: Critical Issues and Policy, 3e
McGraw-Hill Education (UK) Part of the Understanding Public Health series, this ground-breaking title returns in its third edition to oﬀer students and practitioners an up to date, re-worked and accessible
exploration of global health. Global Health has changed dramatically since the 1st edition of this popular book, and now more than ever before public health practitioners recognize the important
challenges that global changes are posing for human health. Health issues are increasingly crossing national boundaries, and this book explores the actors that shape global health, including private
companies, foundations, civil society and multilateral organizations, and explores some of the key issues in global health. Illuminating the changes happening in health worldwide, the book includes
practical activities and applications which help to show the impact of global issues at an everyday level. The issues covered include: •Social change linked to globalization •Governance of global health
•Pharmaceuticals and tobacco •Emerging infectious diseases •Climate change •Economy and trade •Health security Globalisation and Global Health, 3rd edition, is an ideal resource for students of public
health and health policy, public health practitioners and policy makers. Series Editors: Rosalind Plowman and Nicki Thorogood.

The Regulation of Mobile Money
Law and Practice in Sub-Saharan Africa
Springer The emergence of mobile money and other new forms of payment has changed the sovereign foundations of money. Starting as a Department for International Development funded project in
Kenya, mobile money has now spread to many developing countries. This book looks at the regulatory issues that mobile money poses, and the potential risks to the ﬁnancial system. It undertakes a
comparative study of mobile money regimes in Kenya, Malaŵi, Tanzania, and South Africa. Although the main study is on Malaŵi, the lessons learnt are valuable to Sub Saharan Africa in understanding the
regulatory issues surrounding mobile money. The main argument that this book makes is that the traditional regulatory architecture of supervising the ﬁnancial services is ill-suited to supervise new forms
of money like mobile money. With no requirement for a bank account, mobile money is not subject to prudential regulation. Mobile money is now considered a key developmental tool to achieve ﬁnancial
inclusion among the poor, rural based, unbanked, and underbanked. As opposed to traditional additive forms of ﬁnancial inclusion, mobile money is transformative. In most jurisdictions where it has been
launched, mobile money has largely been regulated using light-touch, with regulation following innovation. This work, however, proposes an approach based on the concept of really responsive regulation.
This approach is best suited to embrace mobile money as it passes from the pre-ﬁnancial inclusion to the post-ﬁnancial inclusion phases of its evolution. This book will appeal to students and academics in
the ﬁnancial regulation ﬁeld.
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